There was once a young girl scout on the cusp of graduation.

Held back only by her debt to the administration.

The only treasure grand enough to pay her scouting loans...

Was the mythical lost booty of the pirate, Wavy Bones!
TOWN

I’LL GIVE YA A TREASURE MAP IF YOU GET ME SOME MORE OF SAL’S DELICIOUS BOOZE! SHICE?
SAL'S

YOU KIDDIN' ME? YOU'RE BLATANTLY UNDERAGE. GET OUTTA HERE!
AN OFFER

HEY KID, IF YOU'VE GOT A MAP, I CAN TAKE YOU WHERE YOU NEED TO GO!
WHERE DOES IT LEAD?
THE HIGH SEAS
WHERE TO, CAP’N?
THE MAP
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$100

13

MERMAID ROCK

16

EEL REEF

9

PLANT

7

WONDER ISLAND
GROG SPRINGS

DANGER! DO NOT DRINK
THE SHORE

FREE FISHING LINE!

FREE SHELLS!
DEAD END

MY GROG-LOVING BROTHER HAS LED YOU ASTRAY. THE X ON HIS MAP IS SIMPLY MY HUT, I KNOW OF NO TREASURE HERE.

DARN.
X MARKS THE SPOT!?
MERMAID ROCK

WOULD YOU HAVE A SPARE BRA BY ANY CHANCE? PREFERABLY MERMAID-STYLE. I'LL GIVE YOU ONE OF MY VALUABLE SCALES IN EXCHANGE.

DON'T LOOK AT ME.
TREASURE!
NAVY CONES' BOOTY
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I may know where to find Wavy Bones' loot, but I'd need somethin' truly precious to part with that information...
THE MERCHANDISE

YOU'LL FIND WHAT YOU SEEK WHERE THE EELS REACH A PEAK. TAKE THIS DIVING SUIT, TOO. IT'S ONLY FAIR IN EXCHANGE FOR AN ITEM AS RARE AS A MERMAID SCALE!
THE OTHER SIDE

20
BONES' THRONE
AND SO, WITH PEARL IN HAND, OUR HEROEIN DARTED AWAY.
NARROWLY ENSURING SHE MIGHT QUEST ANOTHER DAY.

THE PEARL CLEARED ALL HER DEBTS AND GUARANTEED HER GRADUATION,
LEAVING JUST ENOUGH TO FUND AN INFINITE VACATION!

The End
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